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With the development of civilization, religious places in contemporary society have 
increasingly become a space for believers to communicate with Gods and express their 
emotions, rather than places to show the supreme power of Gods. From a psychological 
point of view, religious sites are highly artistically expressive as emotional spaces. 
Christianity in Pingtan has been deeply integrated into local customs, and Christian festivals 
and customs have also become part of the daily life of Pingtan people. Against this 
background, this article focuses on analyzing the emotional design of religious places from 
the design of the religious activity center in Baiqing Township, Pingtan. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

According to the implementation of the national rural 
revitalization plan, designers have gradually paid 
attention to the construction and development of the 
countryside. As a small fishing village along the coast 
of Pingtan, Baiqing Township of Pingtan not only 
contains the marine cultural characteristics of an 
island fishing village, but is also deeply influenced by 
foreign Christian culture. People living on the island 
not only have deep affection for their hometown, but 
also have sincere belief in Christianity. At present, due 
to the introduction of Western religions in China, 
many buildings are more or less influenced by 
Western religious architectural art. There are many 
churches with cross and pointed roofs in the Pingtan 
area. The design of this scheme introduces the 
emotional design theory into the design of the activity 
center of Baiqing Township, Pingtan, and designs and 
expresses the activity center emotionally according to 
the needs of the villagers, at the same time spreads 
the charm of Pingtan's traditional culture, and solves 
the urgent problems of the hollowing of Baiqing 
Township and the living needs of the villagers. Not 
only that, the prosperity of Christianity in Pingtan 
adds to the practical significance of this plan. 

2. RESEARCH ON EMOTIONAL DESIGN 
OF RELIGIOUS BUILDINGS 

2.1. Satisfying the Emotional Demands  
of Believers 

After experiencing the over-rational functionalist 
design expression of modern design and emotional 
suppression of standardized industrial products, post-
modern design rebelled against rationalism, and then 
emotional design became popular and was used more 
and more widely in architecture. Architectural design 
often needs to consider the characteristics of the 
location, connect with the project base, integrate 
people's feelings into the architectural design, create a 
comfortable and warm space, and satisfy people in 
terms of sight, hearing and touch. In particular, church 
buildings often carry Christians' emotional sustenance 
for God and satisfy the emotional demands of 
believers. The church uses the open space and the 
contrast of light and shadow to let people inside the 
building feel the sacred baptism and enjoy the peace 
and comfort of the soul [1]. 
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"absorbing and resurrecting love; love that stands the 
test of time and even unites different generations. 
Most frequently, this love bears a tragic connotation 
(e.g. harsh times or life circumstances separate the 
beloved) but, like in I. Bunin’s stories, which L. 
Rzhevsky greatly appreciated, love is ingrained in the 
narrator’s memory (all the writer’s works are first 
person), inevitably preventing personality destruction 
or even bringing back to life not only the narrator, but 
also secondary characters, including those recently 
being cynics and voluptuaries" [1]. 

Criticism of the Russian emigrant literature observed 
the tradition of Bunin in the work of L.D. Rzhevsky 
both at the level of form and at the content-literary 
level. R.B. Gul believed that it was exactly L.D. 
Rzhevsky to be destined to revive the true sensuality 
and beauty of eroticism in Russian literature: "The 
theme of sensual love proves a failure in Russian 
prose. It is not a Russian theme. Having turned 70, 
Bunin tried to fill this gap in Russian prose and 
created the erotic “Dark Avenues”. However, his 
attempt was not entirely successful." L. Rzhevsky, in 
his turn, considered I. Bunin one of the genius Russian 
writers and believed “Dark Avenues” to be an example 
of "Russian literary eroticism" [2]. 

Let us turn to L. Rzhevsky’s novel “The Sunflower in 
Revolt” which contains 17 chapters. It is about the 
Russian intelligentsia, emigration and the literature of 
a "home" in exile. The title originates from a poem by 
I. Drach, The Ballad of a Sunflower. The palimpsest 
technique, so characteristic of L. Rzhevsky, expands to 
the size of a large-scale philosophical allusion: 
"sunflower" is what one character, a debater and non-
conformist Sergei Sergeevich, calls the other, the 
writer Dima, "for his narcissism". 

The author skilfully projects individual destinies on a 
universal scale, while the mosaic composition of the 
novel only contributes to the expansion of its socio-
philosophical area. The thematic paradigm of the 
novel is presented by traditional for L. Rzhevsky 
themes: homeland, life and death, love, creativity, 
memory, historical mission, suffering and redemption. 

Space is one of the key elements that form the 
character’s vision of the environment and one of the 
ways to create the author’s model of the world. 
Another element that plays an important role is the 
category of time, which is closely connected with 
spatial layers. This synthesis is commonly referred to 
as "chronotope". 

Chronotope, as defined by M.M. Bakhtin, is the 
intrinsic connectedness of temporal and spatial 
relationships that are artistically expressed in 
literature. "In the literary artistic chronotope, spatial 
and temporal indicators are fused into one carefully 
thought-out, concrete whole. Time, as it were, 

thickens and becomes artistically visible; likewise, 
space becomes charged and responsive to the 
movements of time, plot and history. This intersection 
of axes and fusion of indicators characterizes the 
artistic chronotope" [3]. 

Time is inseparable from space. However, unlike 
space that acquires meaning in being filled with 
sacred objects, time predetermines the possibility of 
the formation and structural organization of space. 

In general, time is one of the main forms of the 
existence of the world, the emergence, formation, 
development, and destruction of any phenomena of 
being. The categories of time are associated with the 
sequence of stages in nature, human life and the 
development of consciousness. 

Spatio-temporal representations served as a means of 
image generalization of life phenomena, while 
retaining their objective foundation (we mean the 
"stopping: of time, its "stretching" and "compression", 
the overlap of temporal layers). However, we may 
refer to the connection of spatio-temporal elements in 
the structure of a literary work as a single whole. The 
reproduction of spatio-temporal relations by the 
realist writers of the turn of the century suggests a 
certain typology, even despite their noticeable 
creative individuality. There were no extremes or 
subjective-mystical interpretation of time and space, 
but an emotional-aesthetic variety of solutions to 
these relations was present. Flexibility in the 
perception of space enhanced the dynamism of action 
(this also marked Chekhov’s later works). The spatial 
concepts of "distance", "space", "road", while 
preserving all their reality, are also considered as 
symbols (Bunin’s prose). Bunin’s concepts of time and 
space, as we have already mentioned, are historic, 
material, and visible, but it is the author who connects 
times, epochs, civilizations, peoples, and generations, 
looking at what happened or is happening from the 
distance of centuries and spaces. 

3. MEMORY IS THE HIGHEST MEASURE 
OF HUMANITY 

Philosophically, I. Bunin makes the post-climax part of 
Tanya and Muza equal to the pre-climax part of In 
Paris and Natalie. Plot structures of stories with 
differently located compositional climax may be 
similar. Thus, short stories Tanya and Natalie have a 
spiral plot, while Muza and In Paris – a linear one. 

These structural differences only go to emphasize that 
"all roads lead to Rome": people reach life outcomes 
in different ways, and to all of them it seems (just 
seems!) that the path lies through happiness. 
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2.2. Reflecting the Functional Needs of  
the Church 

To a large extent, the quality of a design depends on 
its function, whether the work is good or not, whether 
it can be used or not. In the process of architectural 
design, it is necessary to consider whether its 
functions are complete and whether the zoning is 
reasonable. The existence of architecture is first and 
foremost because of its function, and the satisfaction 
of emotional appeal itself is also a functional 
requirement [2]. When designing a church, from the 
perspective of the needs of users, it is necessary to 
consider the stage setting for preaching, the needs of 
the venue for worship, and the number of people 
accommodated in the venue. For example, from the 
setting of the skylight, it is also necessary to consider 
the light and shadow to create a sense of atmosphere 
while meeting the needs of lighting [3]. 

2.3. Localization of Religious Buildings 

When discussing church architecture, people's first 
reaction will think of Western classical Gothic, 
Byzantine and other styles of architecture. However, 
Christianity has been introduced into all parts of the 
world. Due to cultural differences in different 
countries and regions, Christian culture is integrated 
with local culture, and buildings are inevitably 
integrated into local architectural elements. Western 
Christianity was introduced into China, and churches 
in China were also Sinicized. 

3. RELEVANT DESIGN EXAMPLES IN 
CHINA AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES 

3.1. Examples of Emotional Design of 
Religious Buildings 

Religious architecture occupies a very important 
position in the history of Western architecture, and it 
is also the main carrier for the spread of Western art. 
Most of the early Western religious buildings were to 
consolidate the status and power of the pope's ruling 
class, and strive to create an atmosphere of theocratic 
supremacy. Nowadays, with the development of 
society and the progress of civilization, most places 
for religious activities serve the congregation, 
providing them with a place to communicate with 
God, comfort their souls, and seek inner peace and 
tranquility. Especially the strong emotional 
tendencies shown in post-modernist designs, such as 
the Church of Light designed by Tadao Ando, the 
biggest highlight of the entire architectural design is 
the hollowed-out "X" on the thick wall, which creates 
a strong contrast between light and dark in a dim 

indoor environment. The light and shadow effect 
created by the cross of this light even makes believers 
feel that they are close to God, as if they have been 
redeemed in the dark. The entrance to the church is 
hidden, and the passage is quiet and narrow, isolated 
from the hustle and bustle of the outside world. There 
is not too much decoration in the interior, and the 
pursuit of simplicity, in order not to destroy the inner 
peace of the congregation. The whole is composed of 
simple geometric shapes, the simpler the purer, giving 
people a sense of solemnity and mystery [4]. 

3.2. Examples of Rural Building Renovation 

As far as the current urban and rural conditions are 
concerned, the construction of the rural environment 
generally lags behind that of the cities, the facilities 
are not perfect, and people's sense of identity with the 
traditional rural culture is getting weaker and weaker, 
which brings about the problem of rural population 
migration. In the past, it was emphasized that the 
material level was the focus. The significance of 
environmental art design lies in taking into account 
the material and spiritual levels of living space, 
improving people's living environment and meeting 
people's spiritual needs at the same time. For 
example, the rural reconstruction plan of Dongziguan 
Village in Hangzhou City, combined with the 
architectural features of traditional pink walls and 
black tiles in the Jiangnan region, renovated the 
original dilapidated houses, so that the residents who 
moved out of the country gradually returned to their 
hometowns. It has improved residents' sense of rural 
cultural identity, greatly improved the poor rural 
environment, rural hollowing and other problems [5]. 

4. INTERPRETATION OF THE STATUS 
QUO OF PINGTAN STONE HOUSES 
AND RURAL CULTURE 

4.1. Project Site Selection 

Qingfeng Village, Baiqing Township, is a small fishing 
village at the northernmost tip of Pingtan. It is 
surrounded by the sea on three sides. There are more 
than 600 fishermen living in the village. Many stone 
houses are preserved in the village, mainly with earth-
stone structures and tile-roofed bungalows. The 
private houses built in the late Qing Dynasty and the 
early Republic of China. People can see the finely 
crafted and elegant antique style in the details. 
The accelerated process of urbanization has led to the 
migration of the rural population, the hollowing out of 
the countryside, the lack of personnel to repair the 
building environment, and the living conditions of the 
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villagers have gradually fallen behind. In Baiqing 
Township, due to the increase in the number of 
people moving to the prosperous central area, the 
number of residents in the village has gradually 
decreased, and most of the remaining fishermen are 
fishing for a living. The children followed to the town, 
and the Qingfeng Village Primary School in Baiqing 

Township could not continue to run the school, and 
the school is currently in a state of abandonment. The 
classroom is full of dilapidated desks and chairs, 
bookcases and books (Fig. 1). The local fishermen 
store their idle fishing gear in the school building or 
on the playground (Fig. 2). The elderly will exercise 
and chat in the open space of the playground. 

 

 
Figure 1. Interior of Qingfeng Village school building. 

 
Figure 2. Outdoors of the school building in Qingfeng Village. 

Christianity in Pingtan has a certain history and is 
gradually integrated into the daily life of the people of 
Pingtan. In Baiqing Township, due to the 
abandonment of the primary school in Qingfeng 
Village and the need of the villagers for the activity 
center of the congregation, the villagers built a simple 
shed next to the original teaching building for 
gatherings and worship on Sundays. The villagers 
gather and perform shows during Christmas and 
Spring Festival, and build a simple meeting point on 
the former site of the abandoned Qingfeng Village 
Primary School to meet the needs of faith. During the 
Chinese New Year and festivals, the villagers return to 
their hometowns and hold worship and song and 
dance performances in the church to celebrate. On 

funerals and happy events, priests will also be invited 
to preside over ceremonies and arrange banquets. 

4.2. Characteristics of Rural Buildings  
in Pingtan 

Stone House is a traditional characteristic building in 
Pingtan (as shown in Fig. 3). "Cuo" means house in 
Pingtan dialect and also means "home". "Stone House" 
is a house built with stone as material. The overall 
structure of the stone house and surrounding walls to 
the roof tiles are all stone, which is determined by the 
geographical features of Pingtan. This special island 
climate requires the building to meet the 
requirements of high temperature resistance, 
corrosion resistance and moisture resistance. 
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image generalization of life phenomena, while 
retaining their objective foundation (we mean the 
"stopping: of time, its "stretching" and "compression", 
the overlap of temporal layers). However, we may 
refer to the connection of spatio-temporal elements in 
the structure of a literary work as a single whole. The 
reproduction of spatio-temporal relations by the 
realist writers of the turn of the century suggests a 
certain typology, even despite their noticeable 
creative individuality. There were no extremes or 
subjective-mystical interpretation of time and space, 
but an emotional-aesthetic variety of solutions to 
these relations was present. Flexibility in the 
perception of space enhanced the dynamism of action 
(this also marked Chekhov’s later works). The spatial 
concepts of "distance", "space", "road", while 
preserving all their reality, are also considered as 
symbols (Bunin’s prose). Bunin’s concepts of time and 
space, as we have already mentioned, are historic, 
material, and visible, but it is the author who connects 
times, epochs, civilizations, peoples, and generations, 
looking at what happened or is happening from the 
distance of centuries and spaces. 

3. MEMORY IS THE HIGHEST MEASURE 
OF HUMANITY 

Philosophically, I. Bunin makes the post-climax part of 
Tanya and Muza equal to the pre-climax part of In 
Paris and Natalie. Plot structures of stories with 
differently located compositional climax may be 
similar. Thus, short stories Tanya and Natalie have a 
spiral plot, while Muza and In Paris – a linear one. 

These structural differences only go to emphasize that 
"all roads lead to Rome": people reach life outcomes 
in different ways, and to all of them it seems (just 
seems!) that the path lies through happiness. 
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Figure 3. Pingtan traditional architecture "Stone House". 

The people of fishing villages need durable houses, as 
well as a comfortable living environment with heat 
dissipation and ventilation. The sturdy stone walls can 
withstand the strong winds and waves along the 
coast, and the stone materials are also relatively easy 
to obtain. The Pingtan area is rich in granite. The most 
common stone on the island is the stone all over the 
place, and the stone material is the best choice. The 
stone house blocks the sunlight during the hot day, 
and the interior is very cool. At night, the thickness of 
the stone walls can still keep warm and resist the cold. 
It is the natural environment, regional characteristics 
and island residents who chose the stone house, 
which also makes the stone house a characteristic 
traditional architectural form of Pingtan [6]. 

4.3. Research on Pingtan Culture 

4.3.1. Pingtan Marine Culture 

Pingtan Island is an island located in the southeastern 
coastal area of Fujian and is also the largest island in 
Fujian Province. Human activities with residents of 
Pingtan Island as the main body have gradually 
formed island settlements and the marine culture of 
Pingtan under the long-term development of the 
island area. The difference between the island area 
and the mainland area has two characteristics that are 
both related and contradictory. One is closed: it is far 
from the mainland and people-to-people exchanges 
are relatively closed, resulting in a certain degree of 
cultural isolation and local specificity. The other is 
openness: due to the development of maritime trade 
and fisheries, the exchange of foreign cultures has 
produced openness and cultural diversity [7]. 
People have lived and produced in the marine 
environment for a long time, survived against the 
ever-changing bad weather and the ocean, obtained 
production resources in the rich ocean, and lived in 
the beautiful coastal scenery, forming unique Pingtan 
folk customs, such as belief in sea gods, religious 
culture, clan rituals, funeral ceremonies, clothing and 
food, etc. In the early days, the coastal areas of Fujian 
were often disturbed by the invasion of islands and 
Japanese pirates. To defend the homeland and resist 
foreign invasions, the military culture of coastal 
defense also developed, which can be explored in the 

architectural characteristics of local dwellings in 
Pingtan and the humanistic stories of Qi Jiguang's 
resistance to the Japanese. 

4.3.2. Pingtan Religious Culture 

The proportion of Christian believers in Pingtan is 
very large, and they came from Changle and Fuqing 
for nearly two hundred years. In the past, foreign 
missionaries came to Fuzhou to preach, but due to the 
influence of the dialect, the mission was hindered. It 
was not until the American missionaries began to use 
the Pinghua that the spread of Christianity in Fuzhou 
accelerated. More than 100 years ago, foreign priests 
came to build schools to help people learn knowledge, 
and hospitals to help sick people get medical 
treatment. In the old days, there was only one 
Xingwentang in Pingtan that was capable of teaching 
Chinese Mandarin, and Chinese Mandarin was only 
learned by students who were studying, and ordinary 
people had no chance to encounter it. It should be 
from the local Christians in the Changle area of Fuqing 
who came to assist the missionaries in spreading it. 
Pingtan Island is the largest island in Fujian Province, 
with a population of about 450,000, of which more 
than 60% are Christians. Christianity in Pingtan has a 
long history. After two hundred years, Christianity has 
been deeply integrated into the local customs of 
Pingtan, and Christian festivals and customs have also 
become part of the daily life of Pingtan people (Fig. 4). 

 
Figure 4. Number one church in Pingtan County. 

5. FEASIBILITY OF THE DESIGN OF 
PINGTAN BAIQING TOWNSHIP 
COMMUNITY ACTIVITY CENTER 

5.1. Artistic Value of Pingtan Stone House 

There are still many stone houses in Pingtan, some 
dating back to the Qing Dynasty. After being baptized 
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"absorbing and resurrecting love; love that stands the 
test of time and even unites different generations. 
Most frequently, this love bears a tragic connotation 
(e.g. harsh times or life circumstances separate the 
beloved) but, like in I. Bunin’s stories, which L. 
Rzhevsky greatly appreciated, love is ingrained in the 
narrator’s memory (all the writer’s works are first 
person), inevitably preventing personality destruction 
or even bringing back to life not only the narrator, but 
also secondary characters, including those recently 
being cynics and voluptuaries" [1]. 

Criticism of the Russian emigrant literature observed 
the tradition of Bunin in the work of L.D. Rzhevsky 
both at the level of form and at the content-literary 
level. R.B. Gul believed that it was exactly L.D. 
Rzhevsky to be destined to revive the true sensuality 
and beauty of eroticism in Russian literature: "The 
theme of sensual love proves a failure in Russian 
prose. It is not a Russian theme. Having turned 70, 
Bunin tried to fill this gap in Russian prose and 
created the erotic “Dark Avenues”. However, his 
attempt was not entirely successful." L. Rzhevsky, in 
his turn, considered I. Bunin one of the genius Russian 
writers and believed “Dark Avenues” to be an example 
of "Russian literary eroticism" [2]. 

Let us turn to L. Rzhevsky’s novel “The Sunflower in 
Revolt” which contains 17 chapters. It is about the 
Russian intelligentsia, emigration and the literature of 
a "home" in exile. The title originates from a poem by 
I. Drach, The Ballad of a Sunflower. The palimpsest 
technique, so characteristic of L. Rzhevsky, expands to 
the size of a large-scale philosophical allusion: 
"sunflower" is what one character, a debater and non-
conformist Sergei Sergeevich, calls the other, the 
writer Dima, "for his narcissism". 

The author skilfully projects individual destinies on a 
universal scale, while the mosaic composition of the 
novel only contributes to the expansion of its socio-
philosophical area. The thematic paradigm of the 
novel is presented by traditional for L. Rzhevsky 
themes: homeland, life and death, love, creativity, 
memory, historical mission, suffering and redemption. 

Space is one of the key elements that form the 
character’s vision of the environment and one of the 
ways to create the author’s model of the world. 
Another element that plays an important role is the 
category of time, which is closely connected with 
spatial layers. This synthesis is commonly referred to 
as "chronotope". 

Chronotope, as defined by M.M. Bakhtin, is the 
intrinsic connectedness of temporal and spatial 
relationships that are artistically expressed in 
literature. "In the literary artistic chronotope, spatial 
and temporal indicators are fused into one carefully 
thought-out, concrete whole. Time, as it were, 

thickens and becomes artistically visible; likewise, 
space becomes charged and responsive to the 
movements of time, plot and history. This intersection 
of axes and fusion of indicators characterizes the 
artistic chronotope" [3]. 

Time is inseparable from space. However, unlike 
space that acquires meaning in being filled with 
sacred objects, time predetermines the possibility of 
the formation and structural organization of space. 

In general, time is one of the main forms of the 
existence of the world, the emergence, formation, 
development, and destruction of any phenomena of 
being. The categories of time are associated with the 
sequence of stages in nature, human life and the 
development of consciousness. 

Spatio-temporal representations served as a means of 
image generalization of life phenomena, while 
retaining their objective foundation (we mean the 
"stopping: of time, its "stretching" and "compression", 
the overlap of temporal layers). However, we may 
refer to the connection of spatio-temporal elements in 
the structure of a literary work as a single whole. The 
reproduction of spatio-temporal relations by the 
realist writers of the turn of the century suggests a 
certain typology, even despite their noticeable 
creative individuality. There were no extremes or 
subjective-mystical interpretation of time and space, 
but an emotional-aesthetic variety of solutions to 
these relations was present. Flexibility in the 
perception of space enhanced the dynamism of action 
(this also marked Chekhov’s later works). The spatial 
concepts of "distance", "space", "road", while 
preserving all their reality, are also considered as 
symbols (Bunin’s prose). Bunin’s concepts of time and 
space, as we have already mentioned, are historic, 
material, and visible, but it is the author who connects 
times, epochs, civilizations, peoples, and generations, 
looking at what happened or is happening from the 
distance of centuries and spaces. 

3. MEMORY IS THE HIGHEST MEASURE 
OF HUMANITY 

Philosophically, I. Bunin makes the post-climax part of 
Tanya and Muza equal to the pre-climax part of In 
Paris and Natalie. Plot structures of stories with 
differently located compositional climax may be 
similar. Thus, short stories Tanya and Natalie have a 
spiral plot, while Muza and In Paris – a linear one. 

These structural differences only go to emphasize that 
"all roads lead to Rome": people reach life outcomes 
in different ways, and to all of them it seems (just 
seems!) that the path lies through happiness. 
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by history, these stone houses have not only not 
eclipsed their color, but have precipitated the charm 
of time, preserved precious material cultural heritage, 
and passed on intangible culture at the same time. The 
stone house itself is also of great artistic and aesthetic 
value. Looking at the row upon row of buildings, the 
layers are arranged in an orderly manner. The bright 
colors of the stone house come into view, and people 
can feel the romance and enthusiasm of the island. 
The value of Pingtan stone house is not only reflected 
in architectural aesthetics, but also conveys regional 
culture and local feelings. 

5.2. Actions of the Pingtan Government and 
People: Pingtan Government Policy 

According to the "Notice of the Special Group on 
Implementing Rural Revitalization Strategy in Pingtan 
Comprehensive Experimental Zone on Rural 
Ecological Revitalization in 2020", Qingfeng Village, 
Baiqing Township, is also on the list of "Green 
Winning Villages" in 2020. Following the 19th 
National Congress of the Communist Party of China, 
Pingtan County put forward the strategy of "rural 

revitalization". The government supports and invests 
in development funds, and uses tourism to drive the 
development of Pingtan's industries. Rural tourism is 
booming in all parts of Pingtan. Compared with these 
lively and fast-acting "renovation-style" rural 
revitalization projects, rural emotional design 
renovation may be a gentle endogenous path 
Many designers and the public have renovated the 
dilapidated stone houses in Pingtan (as shown in Fig. 
5), retaining the original architectural features of the 
stone houses. On the premise of not destroying the 
overall style of the village, combined with modern 
design performance, the old stone houses will be 
revived with new brilliance. There are also designers 
and young people who use Pingtan's unique culture 
and things, such as shell carvings, to develop cultural 
and creative products, open exhibitions, and hold 
"Stones Can Sing" and other activities to drive the 
masses to appreciate the style of Pingtan stone 
houses, and at the same time drive the tourism 
development of Pingtan. And the TV variety show 
"Dad Where Are We Going?" arrived in Pingtan for 
program recording, which played a promotional effect 
for Pingtan stone house. 

 

 

Figure 5. Renovation of Pingtan stone house. 

6. DESIGN STRATEGY OF THE 
RELIGIOUS ACTIVITY CENTER IN 
BAIQING TOWNSHIP, PINGTAN 

6.1. Clever Fusion of Old and  
New Environments 

In the process of designing the church activity center, 
research and excavate the local culture of Pingtan 
Island, such as in-depth understanding and research 
of the traditional architectural style of stone houses, 
and form the accumulation of original materials for 
emotional design. Only in this way can the 

characteristics of Pingtan's architectural environment 
be vividly expressed, and elements of artistic design 
can be provided for the design of rural residents' 
activity center. The old stone house is damaged, but it 
still retains its unique flavor. People always have their 
own memories and feelings for ancestral houses and 
old houses. Retaining the old architectural style is the 
support for satisfying people's local emotions. 

6.2. Excavation and Planning of Pingtan 
Folk Culture 

Analysis and research of Pingtan rural folk customs is 
also very important. A series of cultural and artistic 
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"absorbing and resurrecting love; love that stands the 
test of time and even unites different generations. 
Most frequently, this love bears a tragic connotation 
(e.g. harsh times or life circumstances separate the 
beloved) but, like in I. Bunin’s stories, which L. 
Rzhevsky greatly appreciated, love is ingrained in the 
narrator’s memory (all the writer’s works are first 
person), inevitably preventing personality destruction 
or even bringing back to life not only the narrator, but 
also secondary characters, including those recently 
being cynics and voluptuaries" [1]. 

Criticism of the Russian emigrant literature observed 
the tradition of Bunin in the work of L.D. Rzhevsky 
both at the level of form and at the content-literary 
level. R.B. Gul believed that it was exactly L.D. 
Rzhevsky to be destined to revive the true sensuality 
and beauty of eroticism in Russian literature: "The 
theme of sensual love proves a failure in Russian 
prose. It is not a Russian theme. Having turned 70, 
Bunin tried to fill this gap in Russian prose and 
created the erotic “Dark Avenues”. However, his 
attempt was not entirely successful." L. Rzhevsky, in 
his turn, considered I. Bunin one of the genius Russian 
writers and believed “Dark Avenues” to be an example 
of "Russian literary eroticism" [2]. 

Let us turn to L. Rzhevsky’s novel “The Sunflower in 
Revolt” which contains 17 chapters. It is about the 
Russian intelligentsia, emigration and the literature of 
a "home" in exile. The title originates from a poem by 
I. Drach, The Ballad of a Sunflower. The palimpsest 
technique, so characteristic of L. Rzhevsky, expands to 
the size of a large-scale philosophical allusion: 
"sunflower" is what one character, a debater and non-
conformist Sergei Sergeevich, calls the other, the 
writer Dima, "for his narcissism". 

The author skilfully projects individual destinies on a 
universal scale, while the mosaic composition of the 
novel only contributes to the expansion of its socio-
philosophical area. The thematic paradigm of the 
novel is presented by traditional for L. Rzhevsky 
themes: homeland, life and death, love, creativity, 
memory, historical mission, suffering and redemption. 

Space is one of the key elements that form the 
character’s vision of the environment and one of the 
ways to create the author’s model of the world. 
Another element that plays an important role is the 
category of time, which is closely connected with 
spatial layers. This synthesis is commonly referred to 
as "chronotope". 

Chronotope, as defined by M.M. Bakhtin, is the 
intrinsic connectedness of temporal and spatial 
relationships that are artistically expressed in 
literature. "In the literary artistic chronotope, spatial 
and temporal indicators are fused into one carefully 
thought-out, concrete whole. Time, as it were, 

thickens and becomes artistically visible; likewise, 
space becomes charged and responsive to the 
movements of time, plot and history. This intersection 
of axes and fusion of indicators characterizes the 
artistic chronotope" [3]. 

Time is inseparable from space. However, unlike 
space that acquires meaning in being filled with 
sacred objects, time predetermines the possibility of 
the formation and structural organization of space. 

In general, time is one of the main forms of the 
existence of the world, the emergence, formation, 
development, and destruction of any phenomena of 
being. The categories of time are associated with the 
sequence of stages in nature, human life and the 
development of consciousness. 

Spatio-temporal representations served as a means of 
image generalization of life phenomena, while 
retaining their objective foundation (we mean the 
"stopping: of time, its "stretching" and "compression", 
the overlap of temporal layers). However, we may 
refer to the connection of spatio-temporal elements in 
the structure of a literary work as a single whole. The 
reproduction of spatio-temporal relations by the 
realist writers of the turn of the century suggests a 
certain typology, even despite their noticeable 
creative individuality. There were no extremes or 
subjective-mystical interpretation of time and space, 
but an emotional-aesthetic variety of solutions to 
these relations was present. Flexibility in the 
perception of space enhanced the dynamism of action 
(this also marked Chekhov’s later works). The spatial 
concepts of "distance", "space", "road", while 
preserving all their reality, are also considered as 
symbols (Bunin’s prose). Bunin’s concepts of time and 
space, as we have already mentioned, are historic, 
material, and visible, but it is the author who connects 
times, epochs, civilizations, peoples, and generations, 
looking at what happened or is happening from the 
distance of centuries and spaces. 

3. MEMORY IS THE HIGHEST MEASURE 
OF HUMANITY 

Philosophically, I. Bunin makes the post-climax part of 
Tanya and Muza equal to the pre-climax part of In 
Paris and Natalie. Plot structures of stories with 
differently located compositional climax may be 
similar. Thus, short stories Tanya and Natalie have a 
spiral plot, while Muza and In Paris – a linear one. 

These structural differences only go to emphasize that 
"all roads lead to Rome": people reach life outcomes 
in different ways, and to all of them it seems (just 
seems!) that the path lies through happiness. 
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activities organized by the village committee reflect 
the daily life of residents and show the local cultural 
characteristics and charm of the village. Folk cultural 
activities are full of people's emotional investment. 
The design and development of cultural and artistic 
activities not only enrich the daily life of villagers and 
upgrade the rural industrial mode, but also promote 
development of rural cultural tourism industry and 
create rural cultural and artistic characteristics [8]. 

6.3. Application and Manifestation of 
Pingtan's Religious Culture 

It is necessary to understand the characteristics of 
Christianity and the customs of Pingtan, integrate 
Western religious culture with the local culture of 
Pingtan, and design it on the former site of Qingfeng 
Primary School, to meet the local people's needs for a 
venue for Christian worship, daily affairs in the 
village, and funerals and marriage ceremonies. The 
designers can create a multi-functional complex space 
to meet the New Year and festivals, every funeral and 
happy event, invite pastors to preside over 
ceremonies and arrange banquets, and villagers 
return to their hometowns and hold worship and song 
and dance performances. 

7. ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN PLAN OF 
THE RELIGIOUS ACTIVITY CENTER IN 
BAIQING TOWNSHIP, PINGTAN 

7.1. Project Positioning of the Pingtan 
Baiqing Township Congregation 
Activity Center 

The project is called "Lan • Above" and the "Lan" 
island refers to Pingtan Island, which is full of haze. 
Above the haze means the Christian faith on Pingtan 
Island, expressing the belief that God is above Lan 
Island and that God will be guided and redeemed in 

confusion. The emotional design of religious places is 
analyzed from the Activity Center of Baiqing 
Township, to create a space that meets the religious 
needs of the residents of Qingfeng Village, Baiqing 
Township and the service of the village committee. 
The project is located in the former site of Qingfeng 
Primary School, Baiqing Township, Pingtan County. 

7.2. Plane Conception of Pingtan Baiqing 
Township Congregation Activity Center 

The plane concept comes from the traditional 
characteristic "staying pier" stone wall (Fig. 6). 

 
Figure 6. "Staying pier" stone wall. 

Walking in the village, it is easy to observe that there 
are "toothed" protruding stone strips at the junctions 
of many building facades, which are a bit like the 
splicing of building blocks, which is the "staying pier". 
When building a house, in case of limited economic 
conditions, people keep the protruding stones, hoping 
that the house can be expanded before and after, and 
"staying pier" is given the meaning of hope, in the 
hope of having a better life in the future. Combined 
with the Theory of Creation, the designer selected the 
most classic story in The Theory of Creation – God's 
Creation, ran through each space with the story line of 
creation in seven days, and divided the entire space 
into seven parts (see Fig. 7). 

 

 

Figure 7. Basic plane layout. 

7th day: 
worship 

(rest) 

6th day: 
intelligent 

spirit (human 
beings) 

5th day: 
life 

4th day: 
stars 

2nd day: 
sky 

1st day: 
day and 

night 

3rd day: 
sea and 

land 
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"absorbing and resurrecting love; love that stands the 
test of time and even unites different generations. 
Most frequently, this love bears a tragic connotation 
(e.g. harsh times or life circumstances separate the 
beloved) but, like in I. Bunin’s stories, which L. 
Rzhevsky greatly appreciated, love is ingrained in the 
narrator’s memory (all the writer’s works are first 
person), inevitably preventing personality destruction 
or even bringing back to life not only the narrator, but 
also secondary characters, including those recently 
being cynics and voluptuaries" [1]. 

Criticism of the Russian emigrant literature observed 
the tradition of Bunin in the work of L.D. Rzhevsky 
both at the level of form and at the content-literary 
level. R.B. Gul believed that it was exactly L.D. 
Rzhevsky to be destined to revive the true sensuality 
and beauty of eroticism in Russian literature: "The 
theme of sensual love proves a failure in Russian 
prose. It is not a Russian theme. Having turned 70, 
Bunin tried to fill this gap in Russian prose and 
created the erotic “Dark Avenues”. However, his 
attempt was not entirely successful." L. Rzhevsky, in 
his turn, considered I. Bunin one of the genius Russian 
writers and believed “Dark Avenues” to be an example 
of "Russian literary eroticism" [2]. 

Let us turn to L. Rzhevsky’s novel “The Sunflower in 
Revolt” which contains 17 chapters. It is about the 
Russian intelligentsia, emigration and the literature of 
a "home" in exile. The title originates from a poem by 
I. Drach, The Ballad of a Sunflower. The palimpsest 
technique, so characteristic of L. Rzhevsky, expands to 
the size of a large-scale philosophical allusion: 
"sunflower" is what one character, a debater and non-
conformist Sergei Sergeevich, calls the other, the 
writer Dima, "for his narcissism". 

The author skilfully projects individual destinies on a 
universal scale, while the mosaic composition of the 
novel only contributes to the expansion of its socio-
philosophical area. The thematic paradigm of the 
novel is presented by traditional for L. Rzhevsky 
themes: homeland, life and death, love, creativity, 
memory, historical mission, suffering and redemption. 

Space is one of the key elements that form the 
character’s vision of the environment and one of the 
ways to create the author’s model of the world. 
Another element that plays an important role is the 
category of time, which is closely connected with 
spatial layers. This synthesis is commonly referred to 
as "chronotope". 

Chronotope, as defined by M.M. Bakhtin, is the 
intrinsic connectedness of temporal and spatial 
relationships that are artistically expressed in 
literature. "In the literary artistic chronotope, spatial 
and temporal indicators are fused into one carefully 
thought-out, concrete whole. Time, as it were, 

thickens and becomes artistically visible; likewise, 
space becomes charged and responsive to the 
movements of time, plot and history. This intersection 
of axes and fusion of indicators characterizes the 
artistic chronotope" [3]. 

Time is inseparable from space. However, unlike 
space that acquires meaning in being filled with 
sacred objects, time predetermines the possibility of 
the formation and structural organization of space. 

In general, time is one of the main forms of the 
existence of the world, the emergence, formation, 
development, and destruction of any phenomena of 
being. The categories of time are associated with the 
sequence of stages in nature, human life and the 
development of consciousness. 

Spatio-temporal representations served as a means of 
image generalization of life phenomena, while 
retaining their objective foundation (we mean the 
"stopping: of time, its "stretching" and "compression", 
the overlap of temporal layers). However, we may 
refer to the connection of spatio-temporal elements in 
the structure of a literary work as a single whole. The 
reproduction of spatio-temporal relations by the 
realist writers of the turn of the century suggests a 
certain typology, even despite their noticeable 
creative individuality. There were no extremes or 
subjective-mystical interpretation of time and space, 
but an emotional-aesthetic variety of solutions to 
these relations was present. Flexibility in the 
perception of space enhanced the dynamism of action 
(this also marked Chekhov’s later works). The spatial 
concepts of "distance", "space", "road", while 
preserving all their reality, are also considered as 
symbols (Bunin’s prose). Bunin’s concepts of time and 
space, as we have already mentioned, are historic, 
material, and visible, but it is the author who connects 
times, epochs, civilizations, peoples, and generations, 
looking at what happened or is happening from the 
distance of centuries and spaces. 

3. MEMORY IS THE HIGHEST MEASURE 
OF HUMANITY 

Philosophically, I. Bunin makes the post-climax part of 
Tanya and Muza equal to the pre-climax part of In 
Paris and Natalie. Plot structures of stories with 
differently located compositional climax may be 
similar. Thus, short stories Tanya and Natalie have a 
spiral plot, while Muza and In Paris – a linear one. 

These structural differences only go to emphasize that 
"all roads lead to Rome": people reach life outcomes 
in different ways, and to all of them it seems (just 
seems!) that the path lies through happiness. 
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7.3. Functional Division of Religious Activity 
Center in Baiqing Township, Pingtan 

According to the first volume of the Christian classic 
"Bible", "Genesis", God used seven days to create the 
universe starry sky, the ecological environment, and 
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"absorbing and resurrecting love; love that stands the 
test of time and even unites different generations. 
Most frequently, this love bears a tragic connotation 
(e.g. harsh times or life circumstances separate the 
beloved) but, like in I. Bunin’s stories, which L. 
Rzhevsky greatly appreciated, love is ingrained in the 
narrator’s memory (all the writer’s works are first 
person), inevitably preventing personality destruction 
or even bringing back to life not only the narrator, but 
also secondary characters, including those recently 
being cynics and voluptuaries" [1]. 

Criticism of the Russian emigrant literature observed 
the tradition of Bunin in the work of L.D. Rzhevsky 
both at the level of form and at the content-literary 
level. R.B. Gul believed that it was exactly L.D. 
Rzhevsky to be destined to revive the true sensuality 
and beauty of eroticism in Russian literature: "The 
theme of sensual love proves a failure in Russian 
prose. It is not a Russian theme. Having turned 70, 
Bunin tried to fill this gap in Russian prose and 
created the erotic “Dark Avenues”. However, his 
attempt was not entirely successful." L. Rzhevsky, in 
his turn, considered I. Bunin one of the genius Russian 
writers and believed “Dark Avenues” to be an example 
of "Russian literary eroticism" [2]. 

Let us turn to L. Rzhevsky’s novel “The Sunflower in 
Revolt” which contains 17 chapters. It is about the 
Russian intelligentsia, emigration and the literature of 
a "home" in exile. The title originates from a poem by 
I. Drach, The Ballad of a Sunflower. The palimpsest 
technique, so characteristic of L. Rzhevsky, expands to 
the size of a large-scale philosophical allusion: 
"sunflower" is what one character, a debater and non-
conformist Sergei Sergeevich, calls the other, the 
writer Dima, "for his narcissism". 

The author skilfully projects individual destinies on a 
universal scale, while the mosaic composition of the 
novel only contributes to the expansion of its socio-
philosophical area. The thematic paradigm of the 
novel is presented by traditional for L. Rzhevsky 
themes: homeland, life and death, love, creativity, 
memory, historical mission, suffering and redemption. 

Space is one of the key elements that form the 
character’s vision of the environment and one of the 
ways to create the author’s model of the world. 
Another element that plays an important role is the 
category of time, which is closely connected with 
spatial layers. This synthesis is commonly referred to 
as "chronotope". 

Chronotope, as defined by M.M. Bakhtin, is the 
intrinsic connectedness of temporal and spatial 
relationships that are artistically expressed in 
literature. "In the literary artistic chronotope, spatial 
and temporal indicators are fused into one carefully 
thought-out, concrete whole. Time, as it were, 

thickens and becomes artistically visible; likewise, 
space becomes charged and responsive to the 
movements of time, plot and history. This intersection 
of axes and fusion of indicators characterizes the 
artistic chronotope" [3]. 

Time is inseparable from space. However, unlike 
space that acquires meaning in being filled with 
sacred objects, time predetermines the possibility of 
the formation and structural organization of space. 

In general, time is one of the main forms of the 
existence of the world, the emergence, formation, 
development, and destruction of any phenomena of 
being. The categories of time are associated with the 
sequence of stages in nature, human life and the 
development of consciousness. 

Spatio-temporal representations served as a means of 
image generalization of life phenomena, while 
retaining their objective foundation (we mean the 
"stopping: of time, its "stretching" and "compression", 
the overlap of temporal layers). However, we may 
refer to the connection of spatio-temporal elements in 
the structure of a literary work as a single whole. The 
reproduction of spatio-temporal relations by the 
realist writers of the turn of the century suggests a 
certain typology, even despite their noticeable 
creative individuality. There were no extremes or 
subjective-mystical interpretation of time and space, 
but an emotional-aesthetic variety of solutions to 
these relations was present. Flexibility in the 
perception of space enhanced the dynamism of action 
(this also marked Chekhov’s later works). The spatial 
concepts of "distance", "space", "road", while 
preserving all their reality, are also considered as 
symbols (Bunin’s prose). Bunin’s concepts of time and 
space, as we have already mentioned, are historic, 
material, and visible, but it is the author who connects 
times, epochs, civilizations, peoples, and generations, 
looking at what happened or is happening from the 
distance of centuries and spaces. 

3. MEMORY IS THE HIGHEST MEASURE 
OF HUMANITY 

Philosophically, I. Bunin makes the post-climax part of 
Tanya and Muza equal to the pre-climax part of In 
Paris and Natalie. Plot structures of stories with 
differently located compositional climax may be 
similar. Thus, short stories Tanya and Natalie have a 
spiral plot, while Muza and In Paris – a linear one. 

These structural differences only go to emphasize that 
"all roads lead to Rome": people reach life outcomes 
in different ways, and to all of them it seems (just 
seems!) that the path lies through happiness. 
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fifth day, making the world full of vitality, and lay out 
the open fishing nets for interactive experience, touch 
the swimming marine creatures, and play in it. The 
floor is made of light-transmitting glass, which 
introduces the blue light of "stars" into the game 
experience hall (as shown in Fig. 13). 
On the sixth day, God created human beings. For the 
design of the exhibition hall and reading room of the 
"intelligent spirit" stone house, the stone wall in the 
shape of a pier is used, and the space is arranged in 
the form of terraced fields, showing that God created 
human beings according to himself. Humans learn by 
practice, and civilized wisdom is also produced. This 

space displays Pingtan's unique stone house 
architecture, marine culture, and island Christian 
culture integrated with Christianity (Fig. 14). 
On the seventh day, God was satisfied with his work, 
so took a day off, and for the design of the "worship" 
chapel, worship according to the Bible's Sabbath. God 
created heaven and earth in six days and found the 
origin of rest in the seventh day. God has blessed the 
seventh day to keep the Sabbath day holy. The chapel 
is an indispensable space for a church. There is no 
excessive decoration, and the solemn and quiet 
atmosphere of the chapel is maintained (Fig. 15). 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Analysis of the evolution of building appearance. 
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Figure 9. "Day and Night" entrance aisle. 

 
Figure 10. "Sky" baptismal pool. 

 
Figure 11. "Sea and Land" prayer space. 

 
Figure 12. "Stars" screening hall. 

 
Figure 13. "Life" interactive game area. 

 
Figure 14. "Intelligent Spirit" stone exhibition hall. 

 
Figure 15. "Worship" chapel. 

8. CONCLUSION 

At present, the research on emotional design in and 
out of China has been very sufficient, and emotional 
factors have been paid more and more attention in 
design. The theme of this project is to explore the 
application of emotional design through the design of 
the activity center of Baiqing Township in Pingtan. 
The novelty of the scheme lies in the combination of 
Christian culture and traditional stone house 
architecture in Pingtan as well as Pingtan's special 
rural culture and religious history. It is expected that 
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the plan of the activity center can face a series of rural 
problems caused by the rapid development of the 
contemporary society and propose some solutions. 
This design can be used to change the current 
situation of rural hollowing. 
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